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The winners of the 2016 Everyday Political Citizen award from Samara Canada, clockwise from top left: Kakeka Thundersky, Naomi Sayers and Ruth Kaviok.

Handout/Postmedia News

Three young indigenous women are being honoured by Canada’s democracy think tank for their work in their communities.
Samara’s annual Everyday Political Citizen award seeks to recognize the nonpoliticians who are improving lives in their community
through volunteer work, advocacy efforts and other, often unsung, political engagement. The 21member awards panel includes
national icons like Margaret Atwood, Rick Mercer and Andrew McIntyre, who whittled 240 nominees down to a list of 19 finalists —
all but one of whom were women.

Related
Is it time to make MPs pay for boorish behaviour in question period? Fines could improve decorum
Study finds ‘highly concerning’ trend: Politics so repels young Canadians they are not voting as they grow older
The results show that while women are still underrepresented in electoral politics, when it comes to polities beyond the ballot box,
they’re very much engaged.
“Samara’s research shows that Canada requires a culture shift towards ‘everyday democracy,’” said Jane Hilderman, Executive
Director of Samara Canada — meaning the citizenry needs to understand that politics also takes place outside elected office. “The
Everyday Political Citizens are role models for all Canadians.”
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This year’s winners shared a connection in their indigenous heritage, but they are diverse and hail from vastly different parts of the
country. The three honourees are:
Naomi Sayers (age 30+ category) is a law student from Ottawa and an advocate for indigenous women’s issues and the legal
system. She’s fought for decriminalization of sex work and her Between the Lines campaign — which translated new provincial
regulations for police carding into regular English — helped “ensure her community has tools to resist justice,” Samara wrote in a
statement.
Ruth Kaviok (age 1829 category) hails from Arviat, a small community in Nunavut where she works to increase awareness of
how climate change will affect local flora and fauna — and erode the Inuit’s traditional way of life. According to Samara, by
“blending traditional Inuit knowledge with the scientific study of climate, she promotes a crosscultural understanding of
environmental issues.”
Kakeka Thundersky (under 18 category) from Winnipeg got involved in grassroots and volunteer work shortly after her
mother died just before Christmas last year. The 18yearold was inspired by her mother’s activism, which included pushing for
compensation for victims of mesothelioma, the form of cancer she died from, which is often caused by exposure to asbestos. “Out
of tragedy Kakeka chose to try and improve the lives of those around her,” said Rick Mercer, Everyday Political Citizen juror.
The three women talked to the National Post this week about the award and their work. The interviews have been edited and
condensed for clarity and length.

Naomi Sayers is the winner of Samara Canada's 2016 Everyday Political Citizen award in the over 30 age Handout/Postmedia News
category.

Naomi Sayers
Age: 30
From: Ottawa, Ontario
All three winners this year are indigenous women, amid all the Truth and Reconciliation work, what does that
mean to you?
I think it highlights that we have indigenous women doing the hard work every day.
One of the issues I do a lot of work with is the decriminalization of sex work. It’s important to have that conversation involving
indigenous women… because there are women who do sell and trade sex, but the risk of talking about the realities is really high.
I hope that this continues conversations around the work we’re all doing. It’s more than just symbolic.
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Everyday people engaging with community members and community engagement to advance for change. When I was reviewing the
200something nominations, a lot of people are doing a lot of cool work — fighting against Islamophobia, building resources for their
community, the list goes on.
What is Between the Lines?
That started in my second year of university. I approached another friend who approached another friend, and they also went to the
University of Ottawa common law program. It was in response to the carding regulation (for police interactions on the street) being
proposed by the Ontario government and what those regulations meant for our communities.
We went through the regulations and we made the regulations very plain and clear so that other people could point to them to say
“these regulations aren’t going to do what these regulations are supposed to do.”
The government had said these were a response to police violence against the black community… the Sikh and south Asian
communities, indigenous communities.
From then on, it exploded. The work has been presented at conferences, in news articles, at public consultations.

Ruth Kaviok is the winner of Samara Canada's 2016 Everyday Political Citizen award in the 18 to 29
category.

Handout/Postmedia News

Ruth Kaviok
Age: 18
From: Arviat, Nunavut
All three winners this year are indigenous women, amid all the Truth and Reconciliation work, what does that
mean to you?
Not only do I feel proud of my work but I have the opportunity to give a voice to my people and my community — to those who don’t
always listen to us.
Canadians need to stop ignoring and start listening to important things that we have to say so that we can help them, and we can
work together to create magic.
Tell me about your work.
I learned more about climate change when I went on (an international) student expedition last year. It was a twoweek journey … we
learned about the Artic and climate change.
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Over the summer, I worked with the Canadian Museum of Nature. They have a proposed park up where I live, and we collected
plants from that area and we found over 700 species, and we learned they’re going to (disappear) as soon as climate change hits us. If
we don’t make a movement now, it’s going to hit us later on.
Because of climate change the weather is getting warmer and the sea ice is melting. The worst part is the polar bears are coming into
town, eating our food.
These impacts are affecting not only animals and plant life, but also climate change is directly impacting Inuit survival and culture.
What is the potential impact on Inuit culture?
Traditional hunting and fishing. Everything about our tradition is for survival, and when climate change (happens) we aren’t going to
be able to ice fish or hunt caribou, or go seal hunting.
Our elders are a powerful weapon for understanding and fighting climate change. We need to listen them and use the knowledge that
they carry from living for thousands of years on the land.

Kakeka Thundersky is the is the winner of Samara Canada's 2016 Everyday Political Citizen award in the Handout/Postmedia News
under 18 age category.

Kakeka Thundersky
Age: 18
From: Winnipeg, Manitoba
What about your mother’s passing last year inspired you to get involved in your community?
My mom was a huge activist in the city. In our family, we lost seven people to substancerelated illness, so when she lost her parents
and her sisters (to mesothelioma), she started doing work against oppression and for an inquiry (into missing and murdered
indigenous women) and lawsuits against the government (over mesothelioma).
One of my mom’s sisters was murdered and my mom was a really big (advocate of) an inquiry.
So I kind of grew up around that.
What does being an Everyday Political Citizen mean to you?
That it’s not just by being a politician that you can be actively involved in your community.
What’s your favourite part of the work you’re doing?
My favourite part is just giving back to the community that gives so much to you.
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They’ve given so much to me — every Friday I go to Meet Me at the Bell Tower (a group committed to ending violence against
indigenous people).
They all supported me there (after my mom died). It just means a lot to be able to give back to them too.
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